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We present time-resolved experimental measurements of the electron distribution function 
f(~,,,u~,r) in a pulsed, partially ionized, electron cyclotron resonance (ECR)- 
produced plasma. The discharge has some characteristics similar to those used in plasma 
processing applications. These properties include ECR production in a strong magnetic field 
and low electron temperature (T,< 5 eV). In addition, electron-neutral collisions play 
an important role. A novel analyzer is used to study the dependence of f(uI1,ul,t) on velocities 
both parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. This information cannot be 
obtained with a simple Langmuir probe. The temporal evolution of f(z+vl,t) is examined 
during plasma formation, with the source biased, with the source grounded and in 
the afterglow. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Partially ionized plasmas produced by electron cyclo- 
tron resonance (ECR) sources are becoming common in 
plasma processing applications.‘,2 ECR plasmas have been 
of particular interest for reactive ion etching ( RIE),3-7 and 
thin-film deposition.8-13 In addition, ECR sources of 
plasma are used for sputtering of metalsI and for sputter- 
ing and redeposition of SiO, in the planarization of very 
large scale integrated circuits.15 Ion beam sources using 
ECR-produced plasmas have also been developed for ion 
milling and implantation applications.16-20 

Although the use of ECR-produced plasmas for mate- 
rials processing is becoming widespread, few experimental 
studies have been reported. Previous characterizations of 
ECR-produced plasmas have typically focused on Lang- 
muir probe measurements33’*6*2’-25 which are insensitive to 
electron motion perpendicular to the magnetic field uI. 
These studies conclude that the ECR-produced plasmas 
are cold (T,<5 eV) and moderately dense (typically 
n&10” cm - 3). Axial scans in diverging magnetic field 
geometries have shown 5121 that the ion density, electron 
temperature, and plasma potential all decrease with in- 
creasing distance from the source. 

In particular, the electron component of these plasmas 
needs further study. Heidenreich22 has pointed out that the 
concentration of reactive ions in a RIE process is regulated 
by electron impact excitations which, in turn, are governed 
by the electron distribution function. In ECR discharges, 
the electron distribution function depends both on the elec- 
tron velocity parallel to the magnetic field uII as well as 
perpendicular to the magnetic field uI. Heidenreich and his 
collaborators6’22’25 have performed measurements of the 
parallel part of the electron distribution, f( ull). They re- 
ported that f( ~11) was non-Maxwellian and that departures 
from the Maxwellian distribution appreciably alter the rate 
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constants for reactions initiated by electron impact. Be- 
cause of the electron cyclotron production of the plasma, 
the perpendicular part of the electron distribution function 
should also depart appreciably from Maxwellian. 

Hayes et a1.26 have developed a technique for measur- 
ing the electron distribution function f( UII,U~) in a strongly 
magnetized plasma (such as an ECR plasma). In this 
method, an electrostatic parallel energy analyzer (or col- 
lector) is placed behind a magnetic mirror. By measuring 
the electron current collected by the parallel energy ana- 
lyzer J as a function of retarding bias V, and magnetic field 
strength of the magnetic mirror AB, information about the 
electron distribution function f( UII,U~) can be recovered. 

In this paper, we present time-resolved measurements 
of the electron distribution function f(+vl,t) using the 
technique of Hayes et al. in an ECR-produced plasma at 
the Dartmouth Linear Experiment.27-3* The plasma is pro- 
duced by a low-power, ECR source of our own design.“lz9 
The quiet (&z/n < l%), cold ( T,<5 eV>, low density 
(n,<lO” cm ~ 3 ) , partially ionized (nJn,,,,,t< 1% ) 
plasma drifts along a uniform magnetic field. This dis- 
charge shares many characteristics with ECR discharges 
used for processing. These characteristics include ( 1) ECR 
production where electron motion perpendicular to the 
magnetic field ul is important and (2) the importance of 
electron-neutral collisions on electron dynamics. 

In Sec. II we discuss the theory underlying the electron 
distribution function analyzer, which we use to measure 
f(q,u,,t>. In Sec. III we review the Dartmouth Linear 
Experiment, in particular the ECR source and the electro- 
static-magnetostatic analyzer. In Sec. IV we present results 
of a particular experiment wherein f( uII,uL,t) was measured 
under a number of conditions (grounded source, biased 
source, and afterglow). We discuss these results and pro- 
vide a summary in Sec. V. 

II. THEORY OF ANALYZER OPERATION 

The method of Hayes et aLz6 for the measurement of 
the electron distribution function in a strongly magnetized 
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LlG. 1. Schematic of the electron distribution function analyzer. The 
electron distribution function f(q,u,,t) is recovered from time-resolved 
measurements of the electron current J vs retarding potential V, and 
mirror field AB. The uniform background magnetic field is II,, so that the 
mirror ratio is R, = (Be + AB)/AB. The mirror discriminates electrons 
according to their pitch angle and the parallel energy analyzer selects 
electrons based on their parallel energy. Using this analyzer, the depen- 
dence of the electron distribution function on both parallel and perpen- 
dicular velocity can be inferred. 

plasma is based on the imposition of two orthogonal (non- 
interacting) criteria for.electron collection.‘6127 As shown 
in Fig. 1, an adjustable magnefostatic barrier (magnetic 
mirror) selects electrons according to their pitch angle, 
u/uP An electrostatic parallel energy analyzer (collector) 
then selects electrons according to their parallel energy, 
m&/2. With the parallel energy analyzer positioned at a 
point where the magnetic field due to the mirror is zero, 
the pitch angle information is completely decoupled from 
the parallel energy information. In other words, passing 
electrons have regained the parallel energy they had before 
traversing the mirror (assuming there are no collisions in 
the transit and that the electrons behave adiabatically). 

An electron must satisfy two independent criteria in 
order to be collected and contribute to the electron current 
density J. First, the electron must be in the loss cone: 

Ul<Yq 9 

where 

yz &EL= l/ JG., (2) 

and where B. is the background magnetic field, AB is the 
mirror field, and R, = (B. +- AB)/Bo is the mirror ratio. 
Second, the electron must overcome the electrostatic bar- 
rier at the collector: 

.m,up2 > e v, (3) 

or 

q> Jlm;sa, (4) 

where the retarding potential, V,, is the total potential the 
electron must overcome in order to leave the plasma and be 
collected, V,= Vcollector - Vplasma. 

The current density striking the collector, J 
= - en,(ull), expressed as a function of V, and R, is: 

J= - en, s,* dq j-op” dwl s,‘” de +f(q,~d. 

(5) 

The contribution due to ions is ignored since it is in prin- 
ciple constant for a planar collector and consequently will 
disappear when we differentiate J. In addition, the ion con- 
tribution is smaller than the electron contribution by a 
factor of Jq. 

If we perform the trivial integral over 8 in Eq. (5), 
then differentiate first with respect to a and then with re- 
spect to y, we find that the electron distribution function is 
given by 

- 1 d2J 
f (a,ya) = 2-rreya3 ay da ’ (6) 

Equation (6) can be rewritten in terms of the experimental 
parameters V, and A& giving 

- rni AB2 a2J 
f(q=wl=Ya) =x 7 dAB av . 

0 r r 
(7) 

This equation is the fundamental equation for analyzing 
the electron distribution function in a strongly magnetized 
plasma, and can be viewed as the two-dimensional analog 
to the well-known result3’ that f( UII ) a c3J/cYV,. It is valid 
if the electron motion is adiabatic, and the mirror does not 
modify the axial plasma potential profile. 

There are several features of Eq. (7) which should be 
noted. First, the electron distribution function is propor- 
tional to the second derivative of the collected current with 
respect to both the retarding potential and mirror field. 
Second, the derivative is multiplied by a shape factor, 
AB2/V, which accentuates the derivative for small values 
of V, and large values of AR Third, .a transformation is 
performed that maps the data from the J( V,,AB) coordi- 
nate system to the f( ~11,~~) coordinate system, as shown in 
Fig. 2. The necessity of a transformation makes intuitive 
sense: current collected at small (large) AB contains infor- 
mation about high (low) pitch angle particles, i.e., large 
(small) ul in f( UII,U~). Current collected at small (large) 
retarding voltage contains information about particles with 
small (large) ~11. 

Because the plasma potential is typically positive with 
respect to the vessel, most electrons bounce axially many 
times so that our analyzer averages along a flux tube inter- 
cepted by the collector. The time dependence of 
f( ull,ul,t) is therefore restricted to times longer than a few 
electron bounce times (i.e., longer than a microsecond). 
Since our data acquisition system averages many shots to- 
gether, we measure an ensemble auerage of about lo5 shots 
of our pulsed experiment. The analyzer operates as an end 
loss analyzer, measuring only those electrons with enough 
energy to escape the plasma potential well. For this reason 
we are only able to map the tail of the electron distribution > 
function. 
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FIG. 2. Mapping from the experimental coordinate system ( V,,R,) to 
velocity space coordinates (ul~,uJ. In (a) we show a uniform grid in the 
experimental space, and in (b) we show how that grid maps into velocity 
space. Lines of constant mirror ratio map to lines of constant pitch angle. 
Note that there is a wedge of space along the ~11 axis (i.e., a loss cone) 
which we cannot measure since we achieve only finite mirror ratios. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A. Vessel and source configuration 

As shown in Fig. 3, the vacuum vessel for the Dart- 
mouth Linear Experiment consists of several 0.15-m-diam 
stainless-steel sections (0.85 m total length) with the dis- 
tribution function analyzer located at the end. The base 

FIG. 3. Dartmouth Linear Experiment. A magnetized plasma is pro- 
duced using a reentrant cavity ECR source. The electron distribution 
function is measured at the opposite end of the device using our analyzer. 
The background magnetic field (540 G) is uniform to * 1% over the 
length of the experiment. 

pressure of the system is 3 X 10 A1 Torr. A uniform, fixed 
magnetic field is provided by 19 large (0.7-m inner diam- 
eter) water-cooled coils. The coils are placed such that the 
magnetic field on axis is uniform to less than 1% over 1.4 
m, which is the total length of the experiment including the 
analyzer. Because the reentrant cavity ECR plasma 
source27p29 is sensitively dependent on the local magnetic 
field, the current in the coils is regulated to better than 
0.1%. 

Peak microwave powers between one and ten watts 
were typically applied to the cavity during a short ( < 1 
ms) rf pulse. The driver frequency was 1.5 GHz, corre- 
sponding to the electron cyclotron frequency at B, = 540 
G. The source operates with argon pressures between 10 - ’ 
and 10 - 3 Torr. Plasma density was measured by Lang- 
muir probe ion saturation current (calibrated with reso- 
nance shifts of a high Q, 2.3-GHz density measuring mi- 
crowave cavity33) situated downstream from the source. 
We find densities in the range 10’ to 10” cm - 3 where the 
strongest dependence of n, is on microwave power.29 With 
these parameters, the electron-neutral mean free path is of 
the order of the tank length and the electron transit time is 
about 1 p.s. Therefore, in a few microseconds (a few 
bounces) a thermal electron has suffered a collision. 

Plasma potential measurements were performed with 
emissive probes using the Kemp-Selleh floating potential 
method.34 We found that the plasma potential was close to 
the potential of the vessel ( VprO V) and that VP was in- 
dependent of analyzer operation. Ion acoustic waves were 
launched from a large, tine meshed screen in the plasma 
stream and received by an axially movable probe. From the 
time-of-flight measurement we can determine the speed of 
the ion acoustic burst from which we can determine the 
electron temperature. The decay of the amplitude of the 
wave with position determines an upper limit on the ion 
temperature.35 We typically find an electron temperature 
of < 10 eV (from the ion acoustic speed) and T/T, 
< 0.1 (from the spatial decay of the ion acoustic wave). 

B. Distribution function analyzer 

The distribution function analyzer consists of a mag- 
netic mirror, and behind it a parallel energy analyzer 
which terminates a flux tube. There are several practical 
concerns in the design of the analyzer and each has been 
incorporated in the analyzer system used in the present 
experiment.27 

First, secondary emission ,from the collector surface 
should be suppressed so that only electron current drawn 
by the collector is measured. To accomplish this we used a 
planar collector covered by a high transparency tungsten 
screen. The collector was biased positively to collect all 
electrons; the retarding bias was applied to the grid. 

Second, in order to apply a significant local mirror 
field, a relatively high current density coil was required. 
We chose to immerse the coil in liquid nitrogen (LN,) 
since LN, is an excellent coolant (its heat of vaporization 
is 100 J/g). In addition, power requirements are reduced 
because the resistance of the copper coil pack is reduced by 
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FIG. 4. Electron distribution analyzer magnetic coil configuration. The 
main mirror field is provided by the large mirror coil. The zeroing coil 
creates a null in the mirror field behind the mirror coil where the parallel 
energy analyzer is placed. The three smaller coils cancel the quadrupole 
moment of the mirror field, so that the operation of the mirror has a 
negligible effect on the upstream plasma. 

a factor of -8 from room temperature at LN2 tempera- 
tures. 

Third, we found that the mirror throat should be many 
ion Larmor radii in diameter otherwise an electrostatic 
sheath developed in the throat. The sheath impedes the 
transit of plasma into the analyzer and masks the effect of 
the magnetic mirror. This analyzer had a mirror throat 
with an inner diameter of 7.5 cm (this is at least 5 ion 
Larmor diameters). 

Fourth, we required that the mirror field AB be spa- 
tially localized so that it did not detune the resonance of 
the ECR source, and that the distance from the mirror 
throat to the collector be as small as possible to reduce 
collisional scattering of electrons. In addition, we required 
that the magnetic field at the electrostatic collector surface 
be the same as the background field. As we show in Fig. 4, 
a system of four compensation and zeroing coils was used 
in addition to the main mirror coil to meet these require- 
ments. The compensation coils eliminated the dipole mo- 
ment of the mirror coil so that the mirror field decreased 
approximately like z- 5 far from the throat (i.e., an octu- 
pole field). The zeroing coil nulled the mirror field about 6 
cm behind the point of peak mirror field. As shown in Fig. 
5, measured fi;?ld values on axis agreed well with the cal- 
culated field. 

’ To isolate the main plasma from the analyzer, we sep- 
arated the two by a 30% transparency, multilayered, 
grounded screen. The screen was comprised of ten layers of 
high transparency (10 lines per in.) stainless-steel mesh, 
each oriented randomly. The electron Larmor orbit was 
large compared to the screen wire diameter but smaller 
than the wire spacing. This set of length relationships gives 
a weak dependence of transparency on pitch angle, while 
the random orientation of the individual screens eliminates 

27 3” 12 
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a” 8 

4 

-4 
-10 0 10 
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FIG. 5. Comparison between calculated and experimentally measured 
mirror field AB on axis for a coil current of 1.0 A. At a maximum coil 
current of 100 A, the mirror ratio is 5.4. 

the possibility of resonant transmission effects at particular 
pitch angles. The multilayer screen not only anchors the 
plasma potential, but it is also a particularly effective bar- 
rier to reflected particles; 20% of the incident electrons are 
sampled from the main plasma but no more than 4% of the 
incident electrons re-enter the main plasma upon reflection 
from the analyzer. The analyzer was placed behind this 
screen to minimize perturbation to the plasma and there- 
fore served as an “end-loss” analyzer. Measurements con- 
firmed that plasma potential was unchanged in the main 
plasma during analyzer operation. 

An Apple Macintosh computer controlled the analyzer 
system which consisted of programmable power supplies 
for both the parallel energy analyzer and magnetic 
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FIG. 6. Comparison of Coulomb collision frequency to the electron-neu- 
tral collision frequency for typical ranges of plasma density and neutral 
argon pressure. For the conditions of this experiment, the electron dy- 
namics are dominated by electron-neutral collisions. 
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mirrcx.2891 A digital storage oscilloscope was used as the 
primary data acquisition device. Because the oscilloscope 
samples the collected current at regular intervals and will 
average those samples together, it can be used as a many 
channel boxcar averager.31 We typically averaged n ea 100 
shots together at each setting of V, and hB to reduce the 
random noise by a factor of 6. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Experimental conditions 

Results presented in the following section were ob- 
tained in discharges with neutral argon fill pressure of 
10 - 3 Torr and peak microwave power to our ECR plasma 
source of 1.6 W  at 1.5 GHz. The plasma density for these 
discharges is about 10’ cm - 3, T,r8 eV, and Ti<O.5 eV. 
For these conditions, the electron dynamics are completely 
dominated by electron-neutral collisions (gee Fig. 6). An 
8OOps pulse was applied to the source at a repetition rate 
of 100 Hz. The ECR source was driven through a dc block 
so that the source could be biased with respect to ground. 
At time t = 0 ps, 1.6 W  of rf power was applied to the 
cavity source, which was initially grounded. After 380 ps, 
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FIG. 7. (a) Time history of the electron current collected by the parallel 
energy analyzer with V, = AB = 0 for a single shot, and (b) averaged 
over 100 shots. Here 1.6 W  of rfpower is applied to the source beginning 
at time t= 0 for a duration of 800 ps. In (c) we show the bias on the 
reentrant cavity source. Note that the negative cavity bias results in an 
increase in the electron current at the analyzer. Also, in (b) we have 
indicated the four epochs for which we present electron distribution func- 
tion measurements in Figs. 8-11: formation (Fig. S), cavity bias to - 3.0 
V (Fig. 9), cavity bias returned to ground (Fig. IO), and plasma decay 
(Fig. 11). 

the cavity bias was changed to - 3.0 V, expelling more 
electrons. At t = 640 ys the cavity bias was returned to 
ground, and at t = 800 ,XS the rf power to the cavity was 
turned off. 

In Fig. 6, we compare the Coulomb collision 
frequency,36 vee + ‘Vei, for electrons interacting with a 
plasma (T, = 5 eV, TiBO eVj of various densities with the 
electron-neutral collision frequency, yen, at various argon 
pressures. The electron-neutral collision frequency is cal- 
culated from tabulated cross sections for. electron-argon 
coiiisions.37 Note that the electron dynamics will be dom- 
inated by electron-neutral collisions for most densities, 
temperatures, and neutral pressures of interest. This char- 
acteristic is shared by processing discharges with n,<lO” 
cmP3 and neutral pressure P)l mTorr. We find that 
v&~lr,, and ven,Yei except at the lowest pressures and 
highest plasma densities (in these cases the ionization frac- 
tion is greater than l%, higher than typical plasma pro- 
cessing discharges). 

Time histories of the collected electron current at the 
parallel energy analyzer and the cavity bias are shown in 
Fig. 7. The cyrrent was digitized at 51 discrete times (by 
the digital storage oscilioscopej spaced 20 ys apart. We 
show the time history of the collected electron current for 
Y,=OVandAB=O GforasingieshotinFig.7(a) and 
the effect of averaging 100 shots in Fig. 7(b). The large 
increase in current at t = 380 ps is caused by the change in 
cavity bias, which we show in Fig. 7(c). We have also 
indicated in Fig. 7 the four epochs (shaded regions) during 

I--?- I-“....‘-7 

0 1 2 3 40 1 2 3 4 
yjd(2elm) (dvolts) y,/d(2e/m) (--/volts) 

FIG. 8. Temporal evolution of the electron distribution furiction 
f( ull,q,t) from t = 60 to 120 ps. The perpendicular and parallel velocities 
are normalized by d2e/m. In this figure and Figs. 9-l 1, the contours start 
at 2X10-’ m-“(m/s) -’ and continue upward in steps of 2X10-O 
m-‘(m/s) -3. Gray scale shading has been added to show peaks and 
valleys; darker shades represent larger values bf the distribution. Note 
that the hillock at LJ,I = 4 @grows in time and moves to lower velocities. 
This feature may be associated with ECR heating. 
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FIG. 9. Temporal evolution of the electron distribution as the cavity bias 
is stepped from ground to - 3.0 V. Times f = 360 and 380 ps show the 
steady-state distribution when the cavity is grounded. When the cavity is 
biased negatively, growth of the distribution function and an increase in 
the average parallel velocity are seen. 

which the time evolution of f(vl+t) has been studied in 
detail (see Figs. 8-l 1 ).-These are epochs in which changes 
in the distribution function are largest, and correspond re- 
spectively to: plasma formation, cavity bias to - 3.0 V, 
cavity bias returned to ground, and afterglow. 

The data used to compute the distribution functions 
are the result of averaging together four separate runs, each 
with the macroscopic parameters described above. In each 
of these runs we varied the retarding bias from 0 to 20 V 
and the mirror field from 0 to 1650 G (R, = 1 to 4.06), 
both in 32 equal steps. The data were smoothed numeri- 
cally, then differentiated and m.apped into velocity space 
using the prescription in Eq. (7) to recover the electron 
distribution functions. 

We have referenced our distributions to the grounded 
multilayered screen, i.e., we compute the distribution of 
electrons passing through the screen. This can be thought 
of as the distribution of electrons incident on a grounded 
substrate with its surface normal to the magnetic field. 
Since most of the electrons are trapped in the plasma po- 
tential well, only the tail of the electron distribution is 
measured. 

B. Distribution functions 

The recovered distributions in the four epochs of spe- 
cial interest are shown in Figs. 8-11. In each figure we 
show four distributions spaced 20 ps apart. The height of 
the distribution function is plotted versus ~11 and uI. Here 
the units of velocity are given in fi, (Le., velocity has 

FIG. 10. Temporal evolution of the electron distribution as the cavity bias 
is returned from - 3.0 V to ground. The distribution function has been 
truncated above 32X lOA9 m- ’ (m/s) - 3 for plotting convenience. At 
t = 660 ps, the distribution function has nearly relaxed back to the 
steady-state distribution shown at I = 360 ~LS in Fig. 9. 

been normalized by w). This corresponds to giving 
the velocities in units of @, where the electron volt is a 
unit of energy and not temperature, (i.e., 2 @ corresponds 
to 8 X 10’ m/s). The height of the distribution is indicated 

I 
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FIG. 11. Decay of the electron distribution function after the rf power to 
the cavity source is turned off at t = 800 ps. The electron distribution 
contracts toward the origin, indicating a decrease in both the electron 
density and temperature. 
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in contours starting at 2 X 10 - 9 m - ‘(m/s) - 3 and pro- 
ceeding upward in steps of 2X 10B9 m -3(m/s) -’ to a 
maximum value of 3.2~ 10m8 m- 3(m/s) - 3. The height 
of the distribution has also been shown using a gray scale, 
where the darker values indicate a higher distribution. Sev- 
eral features of these plots require further explanation. 

Consider the distributions shown in Fig. 8. First, be- 
cause the largest mirror ratio is 4.06, electrons that are in 
the loss cone for this mirror field cannot be measured. 
Consequently, in the distribution function plots there is an 
empty wedge along the vll axis. Second, due to the square 
root mapping from V, to ~11, we are unable to resolve par- 
allel velocities close to zero. Because of these limitations, 
our measurements are not a complete description of the 
electron distribution. In addition, the computation of the 
distribution is based on several assumptions which may not 
be perfectly satisfied (ie., adiabatic single particle mo- 
tion). With these caveats in mind, we can discuss the par- 
ticular results exhibited in Figs. 8-l 1. 

In Fig. 8 we show four times during the establishment 
of f( vIl,vr,t) early in the discharge. In these plots there are 
two prominent features: a bulk distribution near the origin 
and a hillock near VII = 4 @, vl BI 2 fi. This hillock grows 
with time and moves towards the origin. This feature may 
be associated with the ECR heating of electrons, since the 
ECR field increases an electron’s perpendicular velocity. 

By time t = 360 ,QS, the distribution function has 
reached steady state, as shown in Fig. 9 (t = 360 ps). The 
steady state is characterized by a number of features. First, 
a high energy tail is evident, together with a bulk distribu- 
tion seen near the origin. Note that since we only measure 
the distribution of escaping electrons, this bulk is not the 
low-temperature bulk of the main discharge. Second, in the 
tail of the distribution most of the electrons have pitch 
angles greater than unity consistent with electron heating 
from the ECR source. In addition, at energies above the 
inelastic collision threshold ( 11.6 eV for excitation and 
15.8 eV for ionization in Ar) the height of distribution 
declines rapidly. Finally, the evolution to steady state is 
characterized by the build up of the bulk population; in 
comparison to the distribution at early times [Fig. S), the 
tail is changed only slightly, but the bulk population has 
grown significantly. 

The cavity bias is driven to - 3.0 V at t = 380 pts [Fig. 
9 (t = 380 pus)], which expels more electrons from the cav- 
ity. The effect of biasing the source is to impart a drift of 
about fi 8 to the electrons and therefore drive a net axial 
current. Note that the height of the distribution increases 
and the average parallel velocity increases when the cavity 
is biased negatively. Applying a positive bias to the sub- 
strate in a processing system would have a similar effect on 
the distribution function. The time evolution provides clear 
evidence of diffusion in velocity space after a change in 
initial conditions. 

The evolution of the distribution function as the cavity 
bias is returned to ground is seen in Fig. 10. This is the 
reverse of the process shown in Fig. 9. The distribution 
shrinks, and the average parallel velocity decreases, as we 
would expect. Reassuringly, after the cavity bias is re- 

turned to ground, the distribution returns to the shape it 
had before the bias was driven negative [compare Fig. 9 
(t = 360 ps) to Fig. 10 (t = 660 pus)]. 

Finally, in Fig. 11 we show the decay of the distribu- 
tion when the rf power to the cavity is turned off. Two 
effects are evident in this afterglow plasma. First, the total 
number of electrons decays rapidly. Second, there is a cool- 
ing of the electron population, which is evident in the nar- 
rowing of the distribution. These processes are consistent 
with the loss (without replenishment) of energetic elec- 
trons from the plasma. The time scale we would expect for 
the decay of the plasma is given roughly by L/( 2~4, where 
L is the length of the main plasma column and c, is the ion 
acoustic speed. For typical discharge parameters, this char- 
acteristic time is r 20 ys, which is in qualitative agreement 
with these measurements of the electron distribution func- 
tion decay. 

The results presented in this section provide a consis- 
tent picture of the time evolution of the electron distribu- 
tion function. Electrons are heated by ECR fields to a sig- 
nificant perpendicular velocity. Inelastic electron-neutral 
collisions cut off the distribution at high energies. Biasing 
the cavity negatively expels more electrons from the cavity, 
increasing the average parallel velocity and increasing the 
number of electrons. When rf power to the cavity is turned 
off, the distribution decays and cools in an ion acoustic 
transit time. 

V. SUMMARY 

We have designed, constructed, and operated a diag- 
nostic that measures the electron distribution function in a 
strongly magnetized plasma. This diagnostic uses a mag- 
netic mirror and a parallel energy analyzer to measure the 
distribution function versus both the parallel and perpen- 
dicular velocities. This is information that cannot be recov- 
ered with a simple Langmuir probe. Since the plasma has 
some characteristics similar to those found in ECR plasma 
processing applications these results may be relevant to 
such discharges. 

We have used this analyzer to characterize the tempo- 
ral evolution of the electron distribution created by a 
pulsed electron cyclotron resonant (ECR) source. The 
ECR reentrant cavity source was independently biasable. 
The evolution of the distribution was reported during four 
epochs of particular interest: plasma formation with the 
cavity grounded, cavity bias to - 3.0 V, cavity bias re- 
turned to ground, and plasma decay in the afterglow. Dur- 
ing the formation of the plasma, we have observed a fea- 
ture in the distribution function which may be associated 
with the ECR heating of electrons. When the cavity bias is 
made more negative, the distribution function grows and 
the average parallel velocity increases. Finally, when the rf 
power to the cavity is removed, the distribution function 
decays and cools. 
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